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Scanning ion conductance microscopy �SICM� is an emerging tool for the noncontact investigation
of biological samples such as live cells. It uses an ion current through the opening of a tapered
nanopipette filled with an electrolyte for topography measurements. Despite its successful
application to numerous systems no systematic investigation of the image formation process has yet
been performed. Here, we use finite element modeling to investigate how the scanning ion
conductance microscope images small particles on a planar surface, providing a fundamental
characterization of the imaging process. We find that a small particle appears with a height that is
only a fraction of its actual height. This has significant consequences for the quantitative
interpretation of SICM images. Furthermore, small and low particles are imaged as rings in certain
cases. This can cause small, closely spaced particles to appear with a lateral orientation that is
rotated by 90°. Considering both real space and spatial frequency space we find that a reasonable
and useful definition of lateral resolution of SICM is the smallest distance at which two small
particles can clearly be resolved from each other in an image. We find that this resolution is
approximately equal to three times the inner radius of the pipette tip opening. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3122007�

I. INTRODUCTION

Scanning ion conductance microscopy �SICM�, intro-
duced in 1989 by Hansma et al.1 and further developed by
Korchev et al.,2 allows investigating sample topography
without mechanical contact. In a scanning ion conductance
microscope, an ion current through an electrolyte-filled nan-
opipette is induced by a voltage that is applied between one
electrode inside and another one outside the pipette �Fig.
1�a��. The current decreases when the pipette approaches the
sample, thereby providing a measure of the pipette-sample
distance. Using the ion current as an input to a feedback loop
controlling the vertical pipette position, this allows imaging
the sample topography by laterally scanning the pipette.
SICM has been applied to a wide variety of biophysical sys-
tems such as proteins on cell membranes,3 long-term
dynamics4 and chemical activity5 of live cells, and sus-
pended artificial membranes.6 By combination with other mi-
croscopy techniques, additional sample properties such as
fluorescence7 or porosity8 can be recorded. Recent work by
Sánchez et al.9 reports the measurement of mechanical
sample properties with the scanning ion conductance micro-
scope.

The resolution in SICM is mainly determined by the size
of the pipette tip opening. However, a systematic investiga-
tion of the factors affecting lateral resolution has not yet been
performed. Hansma et al.1 used a macroscopic pipette and
sample to evaluate the resolution, but this method does not
allow the lateral resolution to be derived due to the perfect
periodicity of their sample. Korchev et al.2 assumed a virtual

spherical tip of the same radius as the inner pipette tip open-
ing. Nitz et al.10 introduced a mathematical model that re-
sults in a rough estimation of the current-distance depen-
dence of the ion current for planar samples. They also
assessed the influence of ion current noise on lateral position
measurements, but did not consider the finite lateral reso-
lution itself. Adenle and Fitzgerald11 applied a state-space
model to obtain the distribution of the ion current density,
but they did not take into account the effect of the pipette-
sample distance on the ion current density. Shevchuk et al.3

succeeded in imaging single proteins on the membrane of a
living cell using quartz pipettes.

In this paper we investigate the image formation and
resolution in SICM using finite element modeling �FEM�.
First, we describe the influence of the pipette-sample dis-
tance on the ion current for a planar sample. Both the total
measured current and the current density distribution change
dramatically when approaching the sample. This has a huge
impact on the SICM imaging process, which we characterize
by calculating images of small particles on a planar surface.
The images depend significantly on particle height and
pipette-sample distance.

There are different possible definitions of resolution. In
this paper we use a reasonable and useful definition of reso-
lution, which is directly accessible in scanning probe micros-
copy: the smallest distance at which two individual particles
on a planar surface can clearly be resolved from each other
in an image. We show that the lateral resolution defined in
this way is approximately equal to three times the inner ra-
dius of the pipette tip opening. We also discuss an alternative
definition of resolution in spatial frequency space using the
contrast transfer function �CTF�, giving the same result.
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II. MODELING

The flow of the ionic current through the electrolyte can
be broken down into three regions �Fig. 1�a��: �1� from the
pipette electrode to the pipette tip region, �2� through the tip
region �=region in the vicinity of the pipette tip, indicated by
the red box in Fig. 1�a��, and �3� from the tip region to the
bath electrode. The electrical “pipette resistance” of region 1
can be calculated analytically12 when modeling the pipette as
a hollow cone

Rp =
1

�

1

�ru tan �
. �1�

� is the conductivity of the electrolyte, ru is the cone opening
radius at the transition to the pipette tip region, and � is the
cone angle of the pipette �we used �=3° except where noted
otherwise�. Rp is independent of the conditions in the pipette
tip region. The resistance of region 3 is much smaller than Rp

for typical SICM pipettes and can thus be neglected. To de-
termine the “tip resistance” of region 2, Rt, we used FEM
�COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS V3.3: electromagnetics module/
conductive media DC, COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden�.
The geometry of the model is shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�.
We assumed the pipette tip opening to be exactly planar,
horizontally oriented, and with sharp edges, corresponding
well with electron microscopy data. The pipette is then de-
scribed completely by the inner opening radius ri, the outer
opening radius ro �here ro=2ri�, and the pipette cone angle �.
The ratio ri /ro and the cone angle are assumed to be constant
in the lower part of the pipette.13 On the bottom the electro-
lyte is bounded by the sample, modeled here as a planar,
horizontal surface with two cylindrical particles of radius r
and height h0. All boundaries are insulating, except the disk-
shaped areas inside and outside the pipette �red and blue
areas in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�, respectively�. The size of the
model boundary box was between 14 and 20ri in lateral x-
and y-direction and about 4ri in vertical z-direction. The
FEM mesh was refined once, consisting of typically 26 000
tetrahedral elements and 39 000 degrees of freedom �dura-
tion to solve�10 s on a current workstation�. The total elec-
trical resistance of the circuit, R, can then be described by
summing the pipette resistance and the tip resistance,

R = Rp + Rt. �2�

The measured electrical current is obtained by

I =
U

R
=

U

Rp + Rt
, �3�

where U is the voltage applied between the electrodes. We
neglected the resistances in the wires and in the electrodes.

In an experiment the z-position of the pipette is usually
controlled by a feedback loop during x-y-scanning to keep
the current constant. To calculate such a topography image,
z�x ,y�, at a constant current, is computationally intensive,
because for every x-y-position the z-position needs to be var-
ied to find the position with that current. We found, however,
that the effect of small topographic objects on the current-
distance curve, I�z0�, is mainly a small shift of the curve
along the z0-axis, with the shape of the curve unchanged. z0

is the pipette-sample distance with respect to the planar
sample surface. Therefore, in order to reduce the computa-
tion time, we initially calculate a current image I�x ,y� at a
constant vertical pipette position, z0. With the knowledge of
I�z0� we then convert this current image into a topography
image, z�x ,y�, at a constant current.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ion current density in the pipette tip region

Figure 2 shows the calculated ion current density in the
vicinity of the pipette tip opening above a planar, insulating
sample. Inside the pipette the current density is relatively
high, increases at the inner edges of the opening, and drops
quickly on the outside. When the pipette is far away from the
sample �Fig. 2�a��, the far field of the current density is ra-
dially symmetric on the first order �semicircular contour
lines�. This behavior is changed by the presence of a sample.
Due to symmetry, the current density directly above the �in-
sulating� sample, vertically below the center of the opening,
is always zero. Therefore, the current density above the
sample is slightly larger below the pipette walls than it is
below the pipette center even for large pipette-sample dis-
tances �Fig. 2�b��. This effect is amplified for smaller pipette-
sample distances �Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��, because then the cur-
rent density is increased in the narrowing gap between the

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of a SICM setup, which is based on an electrolyte-filled nanopipette. The ion current, I, induced by an applied voltage
between the two electrodes, U, is measured by a nanoampere amplifier and used for feedback via a computer-based controller and an x-y-z-scanner. �b�
Three-dimensional schematic and �c� two-dimensional cross section of the pipette tip region that are modeled with finite element analysis, indicated by a red
box in �a�, here shown for a planar sample with two cylindrical particles �radius r, height h0, and distance d�. The scanning process is simulated by changing
the relative pipette-sample orientation �x ,y ,z0�. A series resistance Rp suffices to model the remaining upper part of the pipette.
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pipette walls and the sample �“current squeezing”�. Addition-
ally, the current density inside the pipette decreases for de-
creasing pipette-sample distance, because of the increasing
resistance of the tip region.

We note that the strong distortion of the current density
contour lines due to the presence of the planar sample, even
at a fairly large pipette-sample distance �z0=1.6 ri�, does not
support the notion of the pipette generally acting as a “virtual
spherical sensor” as introduced previously.2

B. Current-distance behavior on a planar surface

To determine the dependence of the ion current on the
pipette-sample distance, z0, above a planar sample �Fig. 1�c�
for h0=0�, we calculated the current through the pipette as a
function of z0 for three different values of the pipette cone
angle � �Fig. 3�a��. The current is maximum at a saturation
current I0 for large z0 and sharply decreases to zero for z0

→0. Interestingly, this sharp current drop occurs at pipette-
sample distances significantly smaller than the length scale
that is given by the inner opening radius of the pipette. For
example, 90% of the current drop occurs within a distance of
only 0.2ri �for �=3°�. A larger cone angle results in a larger
current drop distance. The current drop distance is also af-
fected by the ratio of the outer to inner radius, ro /ri �here,
ro /ri=2�, but the influence is in the subpercentage range for
typical large values of z0 �data not shown�. The current drop
�I= I0− I correspondingly increases for decreasing pipette-
sample distance �Fig. 3�b��. For example, for a pipette with
�=3°, the current drop is 1% of I0, when the pipette is one
radius away from the sample �z0=ri�. Table I shows the satu-
ration current and the corresponding electrical resistance for
three values of �.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Cross section through the pipette showing the calcu-
lated distribution of the ion current density in the tip region. �a� When the
pipette-sample distance is much larger than the inner pipette radius �z0

�ri�, the current density below the tip has approximately spherical isosur-
faces �white lines: equally spaced contour lines at
0.2,0.4, . . . ,2.0 pA /nm2�. �b� When the tip comes into the vicinity of a
planar sample �z0=1.6ri�, these isosurfaces start deforming. ��c� and �d�� At
even smaller pipette-sample distances �z0=1.1ri and z0=0.6ri, respectively�,
a ring-shaped area of high current density is formed below the pipette walls.
Parameters used for this figure: inner pipette radius ri=25 nm, outer pipette
radius ro=2ri, conductivity �=1 S m−1, and applied voltage U=1 V.

FIG. 3. �a� Ion current through the pipette, I, in units of saturation current,
I0, as a function of pipette-sample distance, z0, in units of the inner pipette
radius ri, obtained by a series of FEM calculations on a planar sample. �b�
Corresponding ion current drop, �I= I0− I. This ion current drop is used in
SICM experiments to set the pipette-sample distance, z0.

TABLE I. Values for saturation current, I0, and total resistance, R=U / I0, for
typical pipette cone angles �. For example, I0=1.58 nA and R=63.1 M�

for �=3°, ri=100 nm, �=1 S /m, and U=100 mV.

Pipette
cone angle, �

�deg�

Saturation
current, I0 / �ri�U�

�nA / �nm S m−1 V��

Total
resistance, R� �ri��

�G� nm S m�

1 0.0541 16.2
3 0.158 6.31

10 0.487 2.05
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During imaging, a feedback loop adjusts the position of
the z-scanner to keep the current drop �I at a given setpoint
value. A large current drop results in a small pipette-sample
distance, and vice versa. We note that in recent experimental
setups the vertical pipette position is often modulated
sinusoidally.14,15 For large modulation amplitudes the current
then oscillates between I0 and I, so the peak-to-peak ampli-
tude of the current signal is equal to �I.

C. Single particle on a planar surface

As a basic step for characterizing the SICM imaging
process, we first focus on the imaging of a single particle in
form of a thin vertical cylinder with a radius of r=ri /2 on a
planar sample. As we will see, the particle height has a sig-
nificant influence on the resulting image. To demonstrate the
different effects, we calculated topography �constant current�
images for different pipette-sample distances and for two dif-
ferent particle heights, h0=ri �“high particle”, Figs. 4�a� and
4�b�� and h0=ri /2 �“low particle”, Figs. 4�c�–4�e��, respec-
tively. The chosen pipette-sample distances correspond to
typical experimental values.

From Fig. 4�a� and its cross section in Fig. 4�a�’ it can be
seen that the large particle, scanned at a large pipette-sample
distance, z0=1.6ri, is imaged with a bell-shaped topography
profile of FWHM=3.2ri and height 0.16h0. The particle
therefore appears laterally smeared out to a width of about
three times the inner pipette radius and appears vertically
compressed to only 16% of its actual height. For comparison,
the outline of the pipette tip opening is shown as dotted
circles in Fig. 4�a�. When the pipette-sample distance is re-
duced �Figs. 4�b� and 4�b�’�, the image of the particle ap-
pears at about the same width, but at a significant larger
height �0.25h0�. Furthermore, a dip is developed in its center,
resulting in a ring-shaped image. Even though the pipette
almost touches the particle, the particle still appears at a
height that is only a quarter of the actual height.

The low particle, on the other hand, appears with a dip
even for the large pipette-sample distance �Figs. 4�c� and
4�c�’�. Its apparent height, 0.06h0, is even smaller and the
profile is wider, FWHM=5ri, than in the corresponding case
of the high particle �Fig. 4�a�’�. When the pipette-sample
distance is reduced �Figs. 4�d� and 4�d�’�, the apparent height
increases to 0.10h0 and the dip becomes more pronounced.
This trend continues for even smaller distances �Figs. 4�e�
and 4�e�’�.

Figure 4�f� shows the full width at half maximum
�FWHM� values from the particles in Figs. 4�a�–4�e� for the
different pipette-sample distances and particle heights. As it
can be seen the FWHM value is reduced �so the image be-
comes “sharper”� for larger particle heights and for smaller
pipette-sample distances.

These differences in particle appearance can be ex-
plained by considering the distribution of the ion current in
the tip region. The presence of a small object in the tip re-
gion causes a current drop that is proportional to the value of
the current density at the regarding object position. In other
words, the small particle images the ion current density dis-
tribution in the tip region �Fig. 2�. In the case of a large

pipette-sample distance �Fig. 2�b��, the distribution of the
current density at half height between pipette and sample, to
where the high particle extends to, is maximum in the center
and decreases for larger distances. This results in the bell
shape of the image of a high particle �Fig. 4�a��. For a small
pipette-sample distance, the particle traverses the areas of
high current density next to the inner edges of the pipette tip
opening. This results in a ring-shaped maximum in the image
�Fig. 4�b��. A low particle in the case of a large pipette-
sample distance is imaged with a small height �Fig. 4�c��,
because the current density is small far below the opening

FIG. 4. Calculated topography images of a single cylindrical particle of
radius r=ri /2 on a planar surface. �a� A high particle, h0=ri, imaged at a
large pipette-sample distance, z0=1.6ri, appears blurred in the image. The
corresponding cross section �a’� is bell-shaped with a height of 0.16h0 and a
FWHM of 3.2ri. ��b� and �b’�� Decreasing the pipette-sample distance, z0

=1.1ri, causes an increase in the apparent height and a dip to appear in the
center. ��c� and �c’�� A low particle, h0=ri /2, results in an overproportionally
smaller apparent height and is always imaged as a ring, both at a large
pipette-sample distance, z0=1.6ri, and at smaller pipette-sample distances,
��d� and �d’�� z0=1.1ri and ��e� and �e’�� z0=0.6ri. The color bars indicate
height ranges of 0.0–0.32h0 ��a� and �b�� and 0.0–0.16h0 ��c�–�e��, respec-
tively. The pipette tip opening with inner radius ri and outer radius ro=2ri is
outlined as dashed circles in �a�. �f� FWHM values as a function of pipette-
sample distance, z0, for the high and low particles, respectively. The FWHM
decreases with the pipette-sample distance to a minimum value of about
3.0ri.
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�Fig. 2�b��. In such a case the experimenter would generally
decrease the pipette-sample distance to increase the magni-
tude of the current density below the opening, in order to
obtain more topographic contrast �Fig. 4�d��. The low par-
ticle appears ring-shaped in both cases due to the ring-shaped
distribution of the current density close to the sample �Fig.
2�c��. We note that this effect causes small dips or pores in
the sample to be imaged as ring-shaped valleys. For an even
smaller pipette-sample distance the “squeezing” of the cur-
rent directly below the pipette walls �Fig. 2�d�� becomes
even more apparent. This enhances the ring-shaped appear-
ance of the particle even more �Fig. 4�e��.

D. Apparent height of small particles

To further quantify the accuracy of height measurements
in SICM we calculated the apparent height of a high cylin-
drical particle �h0=ri� at its center as a function of its radius
�Fig. 5�a��. For a large particle radius �r	3ri�, the apparent
height closely matches the actual physical height. For a de-
creasing radius �r
3ri�, the apparent height decreases,
reaching zero at r=0. The larger the pipette-sample distance
z0 is, the earlier the height decreases �calculations for three
different values of z0 are shown as different traces in Fig. 5�.

To assess the influence of the actual particle height h0 on
the apparent particle height, we repeated the calculations for
a low particle �h0=ri /2, Fig. 5�b��. A similar behavior as
before is observed, but the apparent height starts decreasing
at even larger particle radii. We note that in Fig. 5 we plotted
the apparent height of the particle at its center. This means
that in the case that a dip is developed in the particle image

this height is somewhat lower than the maximum image
height. But we also note that a dip can be developed only for
small particle radii �r
 �ri�.

In general, we find that objects with a lateral width be-
low �6ri are imaged with an apparent height that is a frac-
tion of the actual height.

E. Two particles on a planar surface

In order to quantify the lateral resolution of SICM im-
aging we now consider two identical particles, spaced apart
by a distance d �Figs. 6�a�–6�d��. As before in the case of the
single particle, we calculate topography images of these par-
ticles. We chose a large pipette-sample distance for the high
particles and a small pipette-sample distance for the low par-
ticles since this choice represents optimal experimental con-
ditions.

Figures 6�e�–6�h� show images of two high particles
�h0=ri� imaged with a large pipette-sample distance �z0

=1.6ri�. At a large particle distance �Fig. 6�e�, d=6ri�, the
particles are clearly separated in the image, each appearing
with a bell-shaped profile along the line through the centers
of the particles �Fig. 6�e�’, black trace�. This profile is repro-
duced by adding the height profiles of two individual par-
ticles as calculated in Fig. 4�a�’ �Fig. 6�e�’, gray dashed
trace�. This fact will be used in Sec. III G to justify the use of
a special point spread function �sPSF�. When the particle
distance is reduced �Figs. 6�f� and 6�g��, the particles start to
overlap in the image, finally appearing as one single particle
�Fig. 6�h��. This overlapping behavior can also be observed
in the corresponding cross sections �Figs. 6�f�’ and 6�g�’�.
For very close particles the cross section �Fig. 6�h�’� again
appears with a bell-shaped profile of the same width but
twice the height �0.30h0� as compared to a single particle
image.

Figures 6�i�–6�l� show images of two low particles �h0

=ri /2� at a small pipette-sample distance �z0=0.6ri�. For a
large particle distance �Fig. 6�i�, d=6ri� each particle is im-
aged as a single ring, corresponding to Fig. 4�e�. The radius
of each ring is about the inner pipette tip opening radius, ri.
Reducing the particle distance causes the rings to overlap
�Fig. 6�j�, d=4ri�. When the particles are even closer �Fig.
6�k�, d=2ri�, the overlap region appears with twice the ap-
parent height of a single particle �0.30h0 instead of 0.16h0 in
Figs. 4�e� and 6�i��. Finally, for a very small particle distance
�Fig. 6�l�, d=ri� the resulting image exhibits two peaks, one
above and one below the center between the particles. This is
because the rings now overlap most strongly away from the
x-axis. Two low particles, close to each other, therefore ap-
pear with two maxima, whose lateral orientation is rotated by
90°. Care must be taken to not interpret such an image as two
particles oriented in y-direction.

F. Lateral resolution

To motivate a definition of “lateral resolution,” we dis-
play cross sections through topography images of two par-
ticles at varying distance, d, as a grayscale plot �Fig. 7�a��.
For a large particle distance �left hand side in Fig. 7�a�� the
particles are imaged as two separated bell shapes �corre-

FIG. 5. Calculated apparent height of a single cylindrical particle on a
planar surface in a SICM image, as a function of particle radius r. Actual
particle heights �a� h0=ri and �b� h0=ri /2. For r	3ri the apparent height
closely matches the actual height. For r
3ri the apparent height is signifi-
cantly decreased and becomes zero for r=0. The different traces represent
different pipette-sample distances z0.
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sponding to Figs. 6�e� and 6�f��. For a small particle distance
�right hand side in Fig. 7�a�� the particles appear as a single
bell shape �corresponding to Figs. 6�g� and 6�h��. We now
plot the apparent height of the particles at the positions of
their centers, z��d /2,0�, and at the position centrally be-
tween the particles, z�0,0� �Fig. 7�b�, solid and dashed
traces, respectively�. For a large particle distance, the appar-
ent height of the individual particles is constant �solid trace,
left hand side in Fig. 7�b��, and the apparent height at the
position centrally between them is zero �dashed trace, left
hand side in Fig. 7�b��. This makes the particles clearly re-
solvable from each other. For a decreasing particle distance,
the depth of the dip between the particles decreases �the solid

and dotted traces approach each other�. At d=3ri �black ar-
row in Fig. 7�b��, the two traces cross and the dip between
the particles vanishes. At this point, the two particles cannot
clearly be resolved from each other any more. We therefore
define the lateral resolution of the SICM as the distance
where z�0,0� /z��d /2,0�=1. This distance is reached at d0

=3ri. Such a definition of lateral resolution agrees with the
value of FWHM in an image of a single particle �Fig. 4�. The
FWHM decreases for a decreasing pipette-sample distance
z0, but a minimum FWHM �for z0→0� can be estimated as
�3ri.

We note that care has to be taken when assessing reso-
lution via the apparent width of a small object,16 because
such an object can artificially be made to appear arbitrarily
narrow, depending on threshold conditions applied.

We also note that the lateral resolution d0 varies slightly
with changing pipette-sample distance and pipette wall thick-
ness. Furthermore, a complementary imaging technique such
as shear force imaging8 could be used to achieve a higher
topographic resolution while simultaneously recording the
local ion current with SICM.

G. Contrast transfer function

Lateral resolution can alternatively be assessed by the
contrast transfer function �CTF� of the microscope.17 The
CTF describes the sign and the magnitude of the micro-
scope’s response as a function of spatial frequency f =1 /r.
This method has successfully been applied to optical and
electron microscopies, and also to scanning probe micros-
copy, such as magnetic force microscopy18,19 and piezore-
sponse force microscopy.20 A CTF can be defined if the im-
aging process of the microscope can be described by linear
system theory, i.e., if a characteristic point spread function

FIG. 6. Calculated topography images of two cylindrical particles of radius r=ri /2 on a planar surface. ��a�–�d�� Actual topography. ��e�–�h�� Calculated
topography images for two high particles, h0=ri, and a large pipette-sample distance, z0=1.6ri. ��i�–�l�� Images for low particles, h0=ri /2, and a small
pipette-sample distance, z0=0.6ri. �e� At a large particle distance, d=6ri, each high particle is imaged as a single bell shape �black trace in cross section �e’��.
This is equivalent to the superposition of two single particle images from Fig. 4�a� �gray dashed trace in �e’��. ��f� and �f’�� For a decreasing distance, d
=4ri, the bell shapes start to overlap and are not resolvable from each other any more for ��g� and �g’�� d=2ri and ��h� and �h’�� d=ri. �i� At a large particle
distance, d=6ri, each low particle images as a ring �black trace in cross section �i’��. This is equivalent to the superposition of two single particle images from
Fig. 4�e� �gray dashed trace in �i’��. ��j� and �j’�� The rings start to overlap for d=4ri. ��k� and �k’�� For a smaller particle distance the rings overlap in the
center between the particles. ��l� and �l’�� For an even smaller distance the largest overlap is above and below the x-axis. In this case, the image appears as
if two particles rotated by 90° were present. The color bars indicate a height range of 0.0–0.3h0. The pipette tip opening is outlined dashed in �e� and �i�.

FIG. 7. �a� Topography image profile of two cylindrical particles at varying
distance. The grayscale plot is constructed by cross sections through the
particles �vertical axis; equivalent to Fig. 5�e�’ to Fig. 5�h�’� while decreas-
ing the particle distance d �horizontal axis�. At sufficiently large particle
distances, d�3ri, a minimum is present between the particles, allowing to
clearly resolve them from each other. For d3ri the particles are imaged as
a single peak and cannot be resolved from each other. The color bar indi-
cates a height range of 0.0–0.25h0. �b� Image height at the positions of the
particles �continuous trace� and between them �dashed trace�. The lateral
resolution is defined as the distance at which the dip between the particles
vanishes, i.e., where the continuous and the dashed traces cross. This corre-
sponds to a distance three times the inner radius of the pipette tip opening,
d0=3ri �black arrow�.
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�PSF� exists.21–23 In the case of SICM this is generally not
fulfilled, because different pipette-sample distances and ob-
ject heights cause the objects being imaged differently �as
described previously in Sec. III C and shown in Fig. 4�.
However, for a given pipette-sample distance, z0, and a given
object height, h0, we empirically found that the imaging pro-
cess can be approximated by the convolution with a special
PSF �sPSF�, which is proportional to the image of a pointlike
particle such as in Fig. 4. Empirically, we found a good
functional approximation of the sPSF as

sPSF�r� = A exp�− r2/a2� − B exp�− r2/b2� . �4�

For example, for a high object �h0=ri� imaged at a large
pipette-sample distance �z0=1.6ri� �Fig. 4�a��, the parameters
are A=0.084ri

−2, a=1.95ri, and B=0 �obtained by fitting Eq.
�4� to the image in Fig. 4�a� and normalization�. For a low
object �h0=ri /2� imaged at a small pipette-sample distance
�z0=0.6ri� �Fig. 4�e�� the parameters are A=0.148ri

−2, a
=1.57ri, B=0.092ri

−2, and b=0.72ri. The respective sPSFs
are plotted as gray dashed traces in Fig. 4�a�’ to Fig. 4�e�’. To
justify the assumption of a linear imaging system we used
convolution with the sPSFs obtained here to construct image
profiles of the two particles �gray dashed traces in Fig. 6�e�’
to Fig. 6�l�’�. These profiles match the respective FEM re-
sults �solid lines in Fig. 6�e�’ to Fig. 6�l�’� reasonably well.

The special CTF �sCTF� is given by the Fourier trans-
form of the sPSF24

sCTF�f� = �Aa2 exp�− �2f2a2� − �Bb2 exp�− �2f2b2� ,

�5�

and is shown in Fig. 8�a� for the two special cases considered
here. In both cases, the sCTF is centered at spatial frequency
f =0, is unity at small frequencies �wide objects�, and ap-
proaches zero at large frequencies �narrow objects�. For the
high object and the large pipette-sample distance the sCTF is
Gaussian-shaped. For the low object and the small pipette-
sample distance the sCTF becomes negative for f 	0.32ri

−1.
To illustrate the influence of the shape of the sCTF on

the imaging process Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� show the image pro-
files of a periodic array of rectangular stripes as an object
�top traces� with a fundamental spatial frequency f , con-

structed by convolution with the respective sPSF. First we
consider the high object and the large pipette-sample dis-
tance �Fig. 8�b��. In the case of a low frequency �f =0.05ri

−1,
upper trace� the object’s height is imaged correctly, even
though its edges are smeared out because the objects’ higher
harmonics are damped by the sCTF. For an increasing fre-
quency �f =0.15ri

−1, middle trace� the height in the image is
reduced �due to the decreasing sCTF� and becomes sinu-
soidal. For an even higher frequency �f =0.45ri

−1, lower trace,
gray trace shown with a vertical scaling factor of 500� the
image height approaches zero, corresponding to the vanish-
ing value of the sCTF. For the low object and the small
pipette-sample distance �Fig. 8�c�� the imaging process is
similar, except at high frequencies �f =0.45ri

−1, lower trace,
gray trace shown with a vertical scaling factor of 10�, where
the negative sign of the sCTF causes the object to appear
inverted.

Nonmonotonic sections and sign reversals in the CTF
should generally be avoided due to resulting image artifacts
�e.g., the “ring artifact” in Figs. 6�i�–6�l��. In optical and
electron microscopies this is done by defining the “Scherzer
resolution,”24,25 which is the frequency where the CTF
crosses zero for the first time. This alternative definition of
lateral resolution is similar but slightly more conservative
compared to our result obtained in Sec. III F. In our defini-
tion of resolution in real space, d0=3ri, corresponding to f
=1 / �3ri�=0.33ri

−1 in frequency space, the sCTF has de-
creased significantly.

We note that care needs to be taken when estimating the
lateral resolution in frequency space, because spatial fre-
quencies above the lateral resolution limit �see Fig. 8�a�� can
be observed in some cases �limited only by instrumental
noise� due to the asymptotic behavior of the sCTF, and can
be enhanced with postprocessing methods. This especially
applies to samples with correlated features such as periodic
samples, as demonstrated in Figs. 8�b� and 8�c�. By using
correlation averaging, for example, features smaller than the
lateral resolution d0=3ri as defined in Sec. III F may be re-
solved on a periodic sample.3 However, one needs to con-

FIG. 8. �a� sCTF of the microscope as a function of spatial frequency f for a high object and a large pipette-sample distance �h0=ri and z0=1.6ri, solid trace�
and for a low object and a small pipette-sample distance �h0=ri /2 and z0=0.6ri, dashed trace�. The sCTF is unity at small frequencies �wide objects�, decreases
for increasing frequencies �narrower objects�, and becomes approximately zero above the resolution limit �f �1 / �3ri��. ��b� and �c�� Calculated image profiles
of a periodic array of rectangular stripes representing �b� a high object and �c� a low object for three different spatial frequencies. For increasing frequencies
�upper to lower traces� the image profiles become smeared out and the apparent height of the stripes decreases. For high frequencies above the resolution limit
�lower traces, gray traces show profiles with vertical scaling factors of 500 and 10, respectively� the apparent height approaches zero. Additionally, the profile
is inverted in the case of a low object and small pipette-sample distance.
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sider that the resulting image is convoluted with the micro-
scope’s sPSF, so these features might as well be caused by
the pipette tip.

In summary, we showed that individual features such as
single defects or two closely spaced single particles can di-
rectly be identified with a lateral resolution of d0=3ri, even if
higher frequency components are present in the image.

H. Imaging of a more complex object

In order to demonstrate the imaging of a more complex
object we constructed an object shaped like the letters
“sicm,” with a constant height h0 �Fig. 9�a��. For a high
object, h0=ri, imaged at a large pipette-sample distance, z0

=1.6ri, the topography image is strongly blurred �Fig. 9�b��.
For a low object, h0=ri /2, imaged at a small pipette-sample
distance, z0=0.6ri, the topography image exhibits ring arti-
facts �Fig. 9�c��: Every linelike feature is imaged as two lines
�e.g., the letters “i” and “c”� and round shapes similar in
curvature to the pipette tip opening appear especially large at
the center of curvature �“s” and “m”�. This results in dips
appearing at the positions of the letters. If the size of the

pipette is reduced by a factor of 2 the resulting image is still
blurred but the letters are clearly resolvable �Fig. 9�d��.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated the process of image forma-
tion in SICM. First, we calculated the dependence of the ion
current through the pipette as a function of pipette-sample
distance by using FEM. This allowed correlating the experi-
mentally set current drop value during topographic imaging
to the resulting pipette-sample distance, which is not directly
accessible from the experiment. In order to show the effect
of pipette-sample distance and object height on image forma-
tion, we calculated topographic images of small particles.
Particles with a large height, imaged at a large pipette-
sample distance, appear with a bell-shaped profile. Particles
with a small height or that are imaged at a small pipette-
sample distance appear as rings. Small particles that are close
to each other can appear with a lateral orientation that is
rotated by 90°.

We found that objects with a lateral width below �6ri

are imaged with an apparent height that is a fraction of the
actual height. The apparent height depends on several geo-
metrical parameters. In the case that these parameters are
known, our results can be used to reconstruct, in principle,
the actual height.

We defined the lateral resolution in SICM as the distance
at which two individual particles can just be separated in the
image. We found that the lateral resolution is three times the
inner opening radius of the pipette, d0=3ri, for the tip geom-
etry considered here. We also showed that this definition sets
a limit below which imaging artifacts can occur. We note that
for a tilted or rough tip opening the resolution will generally
be lower. However, no large changes are expected at large
pipette-sample distances �z0� �ri�.

Finally, we note that the definition of lateral resolution is
somehow arbitrary. However, our definition is both reason-
able and useful, because it allows directly interpreting SICM
images.
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